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Cartography Corner
New Website!

Fa l l / W i n t e r 2 0 1 3
Current Exhibition

“A good map is both a useful tool and
a magic carpet to far away places.”
- Anonymous

Visit our kids website at:
www.OsherMaps.org/MapPlay
Test your geographic
knowledge by matching
countries and states with
their shapes!
View slideshows of maps
about fascinating parts of
history!
Test your historical
knowledge with History
Trivias!
Play the Maine Game!

September 24th - February 27th, 2014
OML is pleased to present To the Ends of the Earth... and Back:
Selections from the Jay I. Kislak Polar Collection, an exhibition
curated by Arthur Dunkleman, Director of the Jay I Kislak Foundation.
“Globalization is the subject of this exhibition. The story begins – as
always in western thought – with the Greeks. They knew very well
that the world is round: it has a top and a bottom, regions suitable for
life, regions not suitable, and Terra Incognita – the unknown land.”
-Arthur Dunkleman

www.OsherMaps.org/Education/K12-Lesson-Plans

314 Forest Avenue, Portland

Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education

Educational Resource Highlight
THE DANGERS OF SEA EXPLORATION

AGES 8+

2 - 5 PLAYERS

R

Roll to see which player goes first.
ULES
At the beginning of each turn, roll and move that number
of spaces in any direction you choose.
If you land on a whirlpool or sea monster, follow the
directions in the legend below.
If you land on a brown “Danger Card” or yellow
“Forage Card” spot, draw a card and follow
its directions.
If you land on a spot with another
player on it, jump over them to
the next spot.
The first player to
reach the end wins.
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LEGEND

Sea Monsters

Seafarers believed that dangerous monsters lived at sea. Some
were based on real animals, like walruses and whales.
You must roll an even number to leave spots with sea
monsters.

Whirlpools

Seafarers believed that the ocean contained
whirlpools that could sink entire ships.
When you begin your turn on this spot, roll
like normal but move backwards.

Prince Henry the Explorer

This prince from Portugal sent many expeditions
to search for a route to the Far East.
All players begin on this spot.

Upcoming Event
Curator’s Lecture
Arthur Dunkleman

Riches of the Far East

Spices from East Asia were in high demand in
Europe, and could be sold for a fortune.
The first person to reach this spot wins.

To the Ends of the Earth … and Back
To the Ends of the Earth... and Back offers a historical overview of polar
exploration and the ongoing process of globalization as depicted in
maps, charts, books, and artifacts from the Kislak Polar Collection.
It begins with the Greek and
Roman concepts of Terra Incognita
(unknown land), as the polar
regions were first named, continues
with the search for the Northeast
and Northwest passages to Asia and
ends with the ultimate challenge: to
reach the South Pole, the end of the
earth.

Tuesday, Sept. 24th, 2013
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Cohen Educational Center

at the Osher Map Library,
University of Southern Maine
314 Forest Ave.
Portland, Maine 04101
Event is FREE but
RSVP is required by
September 20th
*Space is limited.
To RSVP, please contact us at

207-780-4850
Arthur Dunkelman is Director of The
Jay I. Kislak Foundation in Miami
Lakes, Florida. The Foundation was
established in 1984 to foster greater
understanding of the cultures and
history of the Americas. In 2004
the foundation donated more than
3,000 rare books, maps, manuscripts
and artifacts related to the Early
Americas to the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C.

The OML Outreach team is always working to
develop new, exciting lessons and activities! One
of our favorite lesson themes is Medieval Maps
and Monsters, which uses maps from the Middle
Ages and Renaissance to show the sea creatures
and monstrous peoples that explorers expected
to find in distant parts of the earth. Accompaning
activities include the Sea Monster Handbook, an
activity booklet featuring an image search and
space for students to create their own sea creatures,
and The Dangers of Exploration, a board game in
which groups of students race to the Far East while
confonting the dangers (real and imagined) feared
by medieval seafarers.

This exhibition includes more than
100 objects spanning five centuries
that document not only Western
expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctic
but also the impact of those expeditions
on popular culture and globalization.
The Jay I. Kislak Collection is the core of the Exploring the
Early Americas an ongoing exhibition in the historic Thomas
Jefferson Building at the Library of Congress and is integral to the
library’s program of research, education, and public activities.
During the past decade the foundation has focused on the
early history of navigation, exploration and discovery, with
particular emphasis on the polar regions. Selected highlights
of the Kislak Polar Collection are on display in this exhibition.

www.OsherMaps.org/Education/K12-Lesson-Plans
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Featured Map Commentary

Additional map commentaries online at oshermaps.org

Cary & Lee, Maine (1826). SM-1826-17

Mapping U.S. History in the
Early Republic

Matthew Edney, August 2012
Publishers in the early U.S. republic drew
extensively on European sources to supply
Americans’ rapidly growing appetite for
printed matter. Without international
copyright agreements, U.S. publishers
were free to reuse European books . . .
and maps. The Irish-born Mathew Carey
(1760-1809), the first publisher based in
Philadelphia to specialize in maps and
geographical works, used American maps
for his American Atlas (1795) ~ which had
featured only maps of the Americas ~ but
he copied European maps for his first world
atlases and texts. Initially, he reprinted the
geographical books by William Guthrie
and the accompanying atlases, published
in London after 1770, as with his General
Atlas for Carey’s Edition of Guthrie’s
Geography Improved (Philadelphia, 1795) .

One of the publishing successes of the early nineteenth century was the Genealogical, Chronological, Historical,
and Geographical Atlas (London, 1801) by the pseudonymous “A. Lesage.” The author was in fact a French
exile, Émmanuel Auguste Dieudonné comte de Las Cases (1766-1842), but because of the pseudonym the atlas
soon became colloquially known as the Atlas Lesage (Goffart 2003, 303-14 and 522-25). Las Cases’s particular
innovation, in addition to his extensive timelines and tabular chronologies of European history, was to surround
each map of a European country with an historical account. The Atlas Lesage was then significantly expanded
by C. V. Lavoisne, of the University of Caen, in 1807, and further reprinted in numerous variants.
Mathew Carey’s son, Henry Charles (1793-1879), and his business partner Isaac Lea copied a later edition of the
Lavoisne/Lesage atlas and published it, under the same title, in Philadelphia in 1820 [SM-1820-16; OS-1820-1]
and 1821 [RO-1821-2]. Carey and Lea kept the same emphasis as the original work ~ which is to say, on Europe
~ but added an extra map (by John Melish) and a chronological table for the Americas. And then Carey and Lea
applied the same structure for an atlas specifically of the Americas: A Complete Historical, Chronological, and
Geographical American Atlas (Philadelphia, 1822) [SM-1822-14; OS-1822-4]. The 1822 atlas included maps of
each state, such as the Maine map featured here (Thompson 2010, no.31), as well as the several South American
countries. The Maine map indicates how Carey and Lea altered the nature of the 1822 atlas’s content. They
downplayed the history of each state ~ the U.S.A. was, after all, relatively young ~ and gave more attention to
contemporary conditions, from the climate and physical environment to current industry.
To confuse the history of the atlases, Carey and Lea’s American atlas was in turn translated and republished in
France as an atlas (Paris: J. A. C. Buchon, 1825) and in Germany as a series of 45 separately issued maps by Carl
Ferdinand Weiland (Weimar: Geographisches Institut, 1824-1828) (see also Thompson 2010, nos. 40-41).
Further Reading:
Goffart, Walter A. 2003. Historical Atlases: The First Three Hundred Years, 1570-1870. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
Thompson, Edward V. 2010. Printed Maps of the District and State of Maine, 1793-1860: An
Illustrated and Comparative Study. Bangor, Me.: Nimue Books & Prints. [OML ref G3730 .T4 2010]
Matthew Edney, Osher Professor in the History of Cartography and Professor of Geography-Anthropology and American & New England Studies, studied for a B.Sc. in geography at University College London before moving to
the U.S.A. for graduate work in geography, cartography, and the history of cartography at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. His position at USM has allowed him to focus on his specific interests in map history, which have
steadily expanded from the history of surveying technologies and their role in nineteenth-century European state formation and imperialism to encompass the wider practices and performances of map making in Europe after
1600, and more particularly in the British Atlantic World, 1650-1800. It was in this capacity that he was recruited as a coeditor for Cartography in the European Enlightenment, volume 4 of The History of Cartography, a multi
volume encyclopedia. Since 2005 he has also directed the History of Cartography Project at the University of Wisconsin, dividing his time between there and USM.
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Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education
We love having classes come visit us! Field trips typically
include a presentation and activity using OML’s materials,
a viewing of the current exhibition, and a tour of the Smith
Globe Collection. We recommend a group size of 10 to 60,
with 1 chaperone for every 12 students. We also recommend
allotting one and a half to two hours for a field trip at
OML, so students have plenty of time to see everything.

OML’s Outreach team is also available to visit classrooms. All
of our lessons can be transported and presented at schools,
clubs, after-school programs, and camps in southern Maine.
For more information about our lessons, please visit
www.oshermaps.org/education/k12-lesson-plans
or contact us at rkeul@usm.maine.edu. Below is a
list of our lesson themes with a brief description:

Classroom visits and field trips are both free of charge!
Introduction to Maps, K-2
Uses both old and new maps to illustrate the different ways
people can use and make maps. After a short presentation,
students will complete Tino’s Map Book, in which they will
make their own maps of familiar areas.
ME Social Studies Standards: D1

Travel & Transportation, K-2
Shows how different modes of transportation changed
maps and history. The students will complete a small
coloring activity about two young tourists in 1900.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, E1

Portland History, 3-5
Uses maps of Portland to illustrate important events
and milestones in Portland’s history, including the
Revolutionary War and the Great Fire of 1866. It is
followed up by an activity booklet that uses additional
maps of Portland.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, D1, E1

Travel & Tourism, 3-5
Shows how the development of tourism and different modes
of transportation changed maps and history. It starts with
tourism in Europe and ends with tourism in Maine. The
activity that accompanies this is a map of the United States,
which the students complete by coloring in the states they
have visited according to how they got there. A 1930’s board
game, “Streamlined Train Game” is also available.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, E1

Medieval Maps and Monsters, 3-5
Uses maps made during the Middle Ages and Renaissance to show
the sea monsters and monstrous peoples that explorers expected
to find in distant parts of the earth. Includes the Sea Monster
Handbook, an activity booklet featuring an image search and space
for students to create their own sea monsters, and The Dangers of
Exploration, a maze in which students must find a path to the Far
East while avoiding entities that medieval seafarers feared.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, D1, E1

Maine State History, 3-8
Shows maps of Maine made in the 1800s and early 1900s to
illustrate how the state was settled and developed. The first
activity to follow the presentation is a booklet that features early
maps of Maine, which students use to answer questions about
Maine’s history. Students may use the completed booklet to help
them answer trivia questions in the Touring Maine Board Game.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, C2, D2, E1

Projections & Globemaking, 3-8
Tells the story of the ways the surface of the earth has been
depicted throughout history, and how maps came to be the
way they are today. The presentation is followed up by a
creative globe-making activity that reinforces the difficulties
mapmakers face when projecting the 3-dimensional earth
on a flat surface. An additional activity using the Dymaxion
Map-Globe of Buckminster Fuller is also available.
ME Social Studies Standards: D1, E1

Cartography & the Renaissance, 6-12
Compares maps made in the Middle Ages to maps made
during the Renaissance to illustrate the widespread
alterations in European thought. The activity to follow the
presentation features fictional journal entries from major
mapmakers through history. Students must match the
mapmakers with their cartographic creations.
ME Social Studies Standards: D1, E1

Colonial New England, 6-12
Includes a discussion of the rival powers competing for
land in present-day New England and some consequences
of that competition. Using a French, British, Dutch, and
American maps, this lesson asks the following questions:
Why did these countries want land in New England? Who
benefited and who was harmed through the European
colonization of New England?
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, C2, D2, E1, E2

Colonization of South America, 6-12
Examines European maps of South America and the
Caribbean for illustrations of colonial ambitions. By
observing the differing views of South America between
nations and time periods, students will better understand
the events of the continent’s colonization and some its
consequences: war, exploration, and enslavement.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, D2, E1, E2

Colonial Worldview, 9-12
Uses European maps from before the American Revolution
to show how Europeans saw the world and its inhabitants.
By highlighting images of people, symbols, resources and
tools, this lesson asks the following questions: Why did
Europeans think colonialism was morally justifiable? Why
did they want to colonize? How were they able to colonize
so many parts of the world?
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, C2, D2, E1, E2

Grim Side of Thematic Mapping, 9-12
Examines various kinds of thematic maps from the 19th
century, including fire insurance maps, disease mpas, and war
maps. This lesson asks several questions: Why were these maps
produced? How have they been used? What conditions in the
19th century manufactured demand for these maps? This lesson
includes a group activity in which students must work together
to identify how a disease is being spread in a fictional town.
ME Social Studies Standards: C1, D1, E1

www.OsherMaps.org/Education/K12-Lesson-Plans
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